RICMOTECH™ Slim Box Instruction Manual

Installation: The Slim Box is plug and play, and functions as a regular Windows Game Pad. Simply connect a USB-B cable
to the Slim box and your computer system and allow a few moments for the drivers to install.
You can make sure the box is connected from the Windows Game Controllers panel. To pull up the panel press the
Windows button, type “joy.cpl” and press enter. Once the Slim Box is connected it will appear in the Game Controllers
panel. You can now double click the Slim Box and test the outputs to make sure everything is functioning properly in the
“Test” tab.
Dial Knob Modes: The dial knobs on the Slim Box have two operating modes, where each can be set to either mode
individually.
DEFAULT MODE: In DEFAULT mode the dial knob will activate an increment and decrement function when rotated, while
pressing and turning it will activate a secondary increment and decrement function when rotated.
SELECT MODE: In SELECT mode each dial knob will activate an increment and decrement function when rotated. When
the knob is pressed in it will activate as a regular push button.
The table below shows the two modes.
MODE
Default Mode
Select mode

Turn Left
Function A
Function A

Turn Right
Function B
Function B

Push Only
Function X

Push and Turn Left
Function C
-

Push and Turn Right
Function D
-

To change Knob mode (This will change DEFAULT mode to SELECT mode and vice versa): Hold down buttons 1 + 2 + 3 for
2 seconds (if viewing in Windows Game Controller screen,
buttons 1+2+3 will now be flashing). The Slim Box is now waiting
for user input, press in a knob to change its mode. (If viewing in
Windows Game Controller screen, buttons 1+2+3 will now stop
flashing).
The selected knob has now changed its mode.
Resetting Knob Modes: If you wish to set all knobs back to
DEFAULT mode, simply hold down buttons 7 + 8 + 9 for 3
seconds. (if viewing in Windows Game Controller screen buttons
1+2+3+4+5+6 will now flash momentarily). All Knobs are in
DEFAULT mode now.
Mounting: For mounting, #8 screws are recommended. The mounting holes
have a 5/8’’ clearance, the screws must not exceed this length into the Slim
Box. The spacing of the holes are spaced 100mm x 100mm (VESA 100).
Need Help?
If you run into any problems during the setup of the button box, please
contact us directly at technical support at (305) 417-9241 or via email at
support@ricmotech.com.
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